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Introduction  

Microsoft’s Lync platform has been the high-growth darling of enterprise unified 
communications (UC). The product’s success, in fact, has bucked several industry norms and 
trends. For example, Microsoft Lync is the only enterprise UC solution that does not utilize 
standard SIP endpoints – a capability native to or added by every other major vendor over the 
past decade. In addition, Lync does not offer extensive enterprise voice features; instead, the 
product resonates because of Microsoft’s focus on the user experience. Lync is reasonably 
intuitive, and well integrated into a Microsoft-centric workflow.  

Despite Lync being the sector’s growth champion, Wainhouse Research believes that functional 
gaps hamper Lync’s adoption as an enterprise voice solution. This explains why Microsoft 
continues to build its partner ecosystem programs enabling AVST to gain entry of its CX-E 
product as the first non-Microsoft unified messaging platform within the Lync Partner Catalog. 
Introducing AVST CX-E into the Lync ecosystem fills functional gaps and adds messaging, self-
service, and call center capabilities to Lync deployments. With this recent integration, AVST CX-
E is compatible with all major enterprise UC and PBX platforms.  

Of note, Microsoft has announced plans to change the name of the Lync solution to Skype for 
Business. This change will happen in the first half of 2015, when Microsoft is expected to 
release the next major version of the platform. This document will continue to refer to Lync, 
which is currently available as Lync 2013.  

Lync and UC 

Unlike most other UC platforms, Lync is not a standalone solution. Most enterprise-class UC 
solutions offer integrations to applications such as Exchange and Office as options. Lync 
effectively imposes these integrations. For example, conversation history – also known as 
persistent chat – is a significant feature of Lync, yet requires Microsoft Exchange. As a result, 
Lync’s suitability is effectively restricted to organizations that heavily utilize Microsoft solutions 
such as Exchange, SharePoint, Office, and Active Directory, along with Windows servers and 
desktops.  

As with most vendors, Microsoft Lync is optimized for the mass market and leaves it to third-
party vendors to address specialized requirements. The issue with Lync is, or at least was, a 
restricted third-party ecosystem with limited options. Supplementing a Lync deployment with 
CX-E adds significant capabilities for pure-Lync deployments, as well as facilitating mixed 
deployments and/or migrations. 

Lync Growth 

The UC market continues to experience rapid growth. Revenues increased 31 percent last year, 
and Wainhouse Research expects this growth to continue for several more years. The demand 
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is fueled by the increased productivity and employee benefits that the technology provides, as 
well as by economic market conditions. UC significantly matured in the 2008-2010 timeframe, 
when many organizations were cutting back on spending due to the economic recession. Now, 
these organizations are seeking to add UC resources due to both mature and overly extended 
communications assets.  

Microsoft Lync is one of the primary beneficiaries of the increased demand. The IM/presence 
portion of Lync has experienced rapid adoption across large enterprises (500+), with as many 
as 60 percent deploying or planning Lync implementations.  

A recent Wainhouse study indicated that 63 percent of surveyed IT decision-makers have 
implemented Lync, and of those, 80 percent have made Lync IM available to over half of their 
users. Only 50 percent indicated enterprise voice deployments, of which only a small portion 
were available to more than half of the users. Core Lync services include IM and peer-to-peer 
real-time communications. Enterprise voice is an option that lags considerably in adoption, yet 
grew 150 percent in 2013. 

Despite this discrepancy, Microsoft reported in early 2014 that it had sold 5 million enterprise 
voice (Plus) licenses, and that the Lync product line as a whole represented a billion-dollar 
business. Microsoft also revealed sustained growth over time by indicating Lync sales 
experienced “double digit growth for every quarter for the past five years.”  

Wainhouse Research sees no short-term barrier to Lync’s ongoing market growth and success. 
As Lync does not directly support advanced enterprise voice capabilities, its growth could be 
even greater with product and/or ecosystem improvements. The integration with AVST CX-E 
enhances the enterprise voice features of Lync.  

To date, Lync has had lighter traction with medium and small businesses, but we expect to see 
higher adoption rates as Lync Online becomes available with telephony services. Microsoft has 
indicated PSTN services will be offered with Lync Online in 2015.   

Enterprise Challenges 

Microsoft has maintained a tightly controlled and curated community of vendors for third-party 
Lync applications. For example, the Unified Communications Open Interoperability Program 
(UCOIP) was “open” to applications and vendors solely at Microsoft’s discretion. Nonetheless, 
Microsoft built a powerful and successful ecosystem of highly integrated and complementary 
solutions.  

Recently, Microsoft relaxed its partnership restrictions for third-party integrations, a move that 
Wainhouse Research views as both appropriate and positive. The new qualification program for 
independent software applications is now focused primarily on technical integration. Vendors 
must demonstrate effective use of Lync 2013 APIs, which includes third-party testing and 
validation. The result will be an expanded ecosystem that includes broader, more diverse, and 
competitive applications.  
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AVST’s CX-E is one of the first applications through the new Lync approval process, and now for 
the first time organizations have a choice regarding Lync voicemail. Most users are expected to 
continue to use Exchange as it meets basic organizational requirements. However, Wainhouse 
Research expects CX-E to extend the suitability of Lync’s enterprise voice to a larger number of 
enterprises that require advanced capabilities currently unmet by Exchange. For example, 
Microsoft Exchange does not enable separate retention and forwarding policies for voicemail 
and email.  

Filling the Gaps 

Lync’s growth has been impressive by any measure, but its adoption as an enterprise voice 
solution has consistently lagged its adoption for instant messaging. The reasons for this 
discrepancy vary, though Wainhouse Research groups the delays into two broad categories: 

• Lack of need 
• Functional gaps  

The lack of need category simply reflects that most organizations had enterprise voice solutions 
in place prior to deploying Lync. While there are benefits associated with a single-client solution, 
enterprises put up justifiable resistance if existing telephony assets are not yet fully 
depreciated. The cost of implementing Lync enterprise voice includes additional licensing fees 
(which are rarely bundled) and added equipment such as gateways, session border controllers, 
telephone endpoints, and/or headsets. A reasonable ROI can be difficult, particularly if there are 
functional gaps.  

Lync’s functional gaps are largely attributed to maturity. Microsoft Lync has been on the market 
for about a decade, under several names (LCS, OCS, Lync, and soon Skype for Business). 
However, it wasn’t until Lync 2010 that the product met a reasonable set of requirements for 
enterprise voice. Lync 2013 represented a significant upgrade in terms of enterprise voice 
capabilities; however, a large gap still exists when comparing Lync against more mature call-
processing solutions.  

The good news for Microsoft is that those existing investments in separate enterprise voice 
platforms are maturing. Simultaneously, Lync continues to gain functionality improvements and 
acceptance. Even though Lync 2013 remains the current release, significant updates have 
steadily occurred throughout 2014, including service packs, mobile clients, and ecosystem 
improvements.  

Lync is an extremely robust platform that integrates nicely with other components of IT 
infrastructure. IT organizations consistently cite the user experience, management and 
operational synergies as top drivers for Lync adoption. However, many limitations either restrict 
or prevent Lync enterprise voice implementations. The most significant limitations of Lync as a 
UC solution include:  
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• Message Policy –Lync with Microsoft Exchange offers non-intuitive and complex 
controls for message controls. For example, separate sensitivity and security controls 
can result with messages marked as “confidential,” yet not have any forwarding or 
sharing restrictions. The security and encryption features of Exchange introduce added 
setup and administration complexity.  

• Automated Attendant – Exchange offers a relatively simple automated attendant for 
simple routing. Many organizations require numerous auto attendants and sophisticated 
interactive voice response systems to support multiple time zones, schedules, and the 
ability to query other systems.  

• User Training – When migrating to Lync, user training associated with unified 
messaging can be disruptive. This can be mitigated when the new system emulates the 
old with familiar menus and options.  A custom TUI or telephone user interface can 
simplify implementations.  

• Centralization – One of the larger drivers of UC adoption is the desire to centralize call 
processing and messaging into one or a few locations. Lync readily supports this in a 
pure Lync model. Organizations that intend to implement a mixture of systems, or 
migrate to Lync over time are frequently forced into multiple (and decentralized) 
message stores for unified messaging.  

• Call Center – Lync offers very limited call center functions. While high-end call center 
solutions are available separately, there is still an unmet need to support various 
informal call centers throughout an enterprise. This can be addressed by third-party 
vendors, but complicates both the ROI and implementation.   

AVST CX-E 

History and Evolution 

Voicemail was the new enterprise voice technology back in the early 1980s. As with most new 
innovations, the voicemail wave was spearheaded by young vendors. The technology was 
originally attributed to VMX; other pioneers included Octel, Delphi Communications, AVT, 
Centigram, and Speech Filing System. Voicemail was cleverer than an answering machine 
because it worked even if the line was busy. In addition, the ability to forward messages, 
before email, was an early step toward collaboration.  

As the space matured, large PBX vendors either acquired these companies or developed their 
own solutions. Today, enterprise customers most likely obtain their messaging platforms from 
their primary call processing vendor. However, most call processing vendors offer fairly limited 
solutions optimized for their own platforms. Third parties tend to provide functionality that is 
more advanced, as well as improved interoperability.  

AVST is one such independent vendor, though its solutions are frequently resold or rebranded 
by major platform vendors such as NEC and Mitel.  

As the industry consolidated, AVST made several acquisitions, including portions of Captaris 
(2003) and Active Voice (2010). AVST’s CX-E platform is a descendent of Applied Voice 
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Technology’s CallXpress, which AVST acquired through Captaris. Today, the CX-E platform is 
AVST’s flagship unified communications platform. It delivers unified messaging and 
voicemail with native integrations to all major email and enterprise voice platforms. 
Additionally, it offers rich UC applications including:  

• Interactive voice response and automated attendant 
• A Siri-like personal assistant 
• Informal call center 
• Fax 
• Notification  

This paper refers to CX-E 8.5 (September 2014) and 8.6 (January 2015). Most of the features 
discussed, particularly Lync support, were part of 8.5. The upcoming release of 8.6 includes the 
informal call center capability known as TeamQ™. Wainhouse Research expects TeamQ to be a 
very popular option for call centers, particularly within Lync deployments.   

AVST CX-E is commonly used at large enterprises, universities, and government installations 
that have advanced messaging requirements and/or have numerous and multi-vendor call 
processing platforms. The following sections highlight key areas where AVST CX-E will 
complement existing enterprise UC deployments.  

Enterprise Voice 

CX-E complements an enterprise voice deployment in several ways. First, as a unified 
messaging platform, it provides a consistent feature set for users across multiple platforms and 
locations. Because it supports all enterprise-grade UC platforms (see Interoperability below), it 
can be used as a centralized message store. Centralization benefits include lower operational 
costs, simplified disaster recovery, and consistent feature deployment. 

One of the larger trends in enterprise communications today is the centralization of systems and 
resources to one or a few locations. This is particularly common in Lync deployments. However, 
Exchange is rarely used as a UC message store for non-Lync systems, and so organizations with 
a mixture of Lync and other platforms for telephony frequently are forced into a decentralized 
solution involving multiple messaging systems. As an independent third-party vendor, AVST 
prioritizes interoperability, and as a result natively interoperates with all major enterprise voice 
platforms.  

Separating unified messaging from Exchange does not separate services from Outlook and 
Lync. AVST CX-E can route calls intelligently based on a user’s schedule or presence status.  

CX-E minimizes training and adoption curves by mimicking the Telephone User Interface (TUI) 
of pre-existing voicemail systems. CX-E offers a library of legacy TUIs that can be configured on 
a per-user basis. TUI emulation is offered for:  

• Octel Aria 
• Octel Serenade 
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• Centigram 
• Avaya Intuity AUDIX 
• Nortel Meridian Mail 
• Nortel CallPilot 
• Active Voice Kinesis 
• Active Voice Repartee  
• Adomo 

Interoperability 

The CX-E solution is popular with organizations that have multiple voice platforms including PBX 
and hosted services. CX-E acts as a “Rosetta stone” of UC as it speaks the native tongue of all 
enterprise-class call processing platforms. This is an impressive accomplishment, as the industry 
tends to favor proprietary interfaces. CX-E supports hundreds of telephony integrations 
including solutions from Microsoft, Avaya, Cisco, NEC, BroadSoft, Mitel, Genband, Unify, Alcatel-
Lucent, and more. It also facilitates mixed deployments between on-premises and cloud. Even if 
organizations are unable to centralize their calling platforms and architecture, CX-E enables an 
organization to centralize unified messaging.  

Policy and Control 

Message retention and policies are frequently subject to government and regulatory 
requirements. Regardless if an organization prefers to separate voicemail and email in separate 
stores or unify them on one server, separate policies and controls may be necessary. Separate 
stores can still be part of a unified presentation. For example, voicemail notifications can arrive 
in email with a link to the voice mail server. This unified experience keeps tighter controls on 
forwarding and access and also keeps the messages on distributed desktops and personal 
mobile devices. AVST’s CX-E provides controls on a user-by-user basis, which enables an 
organization to set granular security and retention policies that can be critical in highly 
regulated sectors. Consider 
the following controls CX-E 
offers: 

• Messages marked 
private cannot be 
forwarded 

• Web client can keep 
messages out of email 

• Mobile client can keep 
data off a mobile 
device 

• SIP signaling is TLS-
encrypted 

• Audio packets have 
Secure RTP (SRTP) 
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encryption  

Auto Attendant and IVR 

Fueled by the Internet, today nearly everyone has an expectation of self-service capabilities. 
The notion of receiving answers only during business hours is rapidly disappearing, and 
customers and callers of all types expect rapid access to information at any time – and from any 
device. 

In the case of the telephone as the device, the solution is an interactive voice response (IVR) 
system. A simple, self-contained IVR capability such as an automated attendant is common on 
most systems, including Microsoft Exchange. However, many organizations – such as those with 
multiple automated attendants supporting multiple time zones, schedules, and languages – 
rapidly reach such a system’s limitations.   

IVR can become very sophisticated, involving real-time queries to other online systems. The use 
cases vary across industries. For example, in health care, IVR could provide automated test 
results; in education, IVR is used to provide tuition and payment information. Government 
offices frequently use IVR for road conditions and tax information.  

AVST offers a development environment called UCConnect™ that runs on CX-E. It enables its 
IVR to access information directly from popular data sources such as SAP, Oracle, and Microsoft 
SQL Server. CX-E enables a rich means to deliver communications-enabled business processes 
(CEBP) across multiple databases and across multiple enterprise communications platforms.   

Another form of the IVR is the notification engine within CX-E. In this case, outbound calls can 
proactively dial a few or thousands of contacts. NotifyXpress® delivers messages such as 
appointment reminders, closures, or emergency broadcast information to a static or dynamic list 
of contacts.   

Informal Call Center  

Every major telephony platform offers 
basic functionality such as hunt groups 
and ACDs; however, these tools are 
relatively dated and insufficient for some 
organizations. On the high-end, there are 
advanced contact center solutions with 
specialized tools and systems.   

Simply stated, readily available solutions 
exist for the very basic and very 
sophisticated. There are not many 
options in the middle. It also can be 
difficult to span a call center across 
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multiple calling platforms – a common requirement for organizations with answer points across 
locations.   

With the upcoming release of CX-E 8.6, AVST will introduce its TeamQ solution for informal call 
centers. TeamQ will support up to 250 agents and up to 50 teams. The application includes 
ACD/UCD call-routing functions, and call queue information is visible from a desktop application. 
Queue information includes call detail information (timers, caller ID, number dialed, etc.) as well 
as information collected from the IVR. Calls and queue information are independent of any 
specific calling platform. 

Most intriguing about TeamQ is that agents can select their own calls. Most ACD/UCD solutions 
route the calls to the agents and use a variety of algorithms to match the call to the right agent. 
TeamQ does support this structured model, typically associated with controlled, repeatable 
workflows. Yet TeamQ also offers an alternative approach that allows agents (or more 
accurately, knowledge workers) to select calls from a queue. Simply stated, CX-E supports both 
push and pull call distribution models.  

The ability to pull calls is most suitable for workers who manage other tasks while 
simultaneously fielding incoming calls, such as help desk, customer service, scheduling, and 
other collaborative teams. Traditional push models are still best for transactional-oriented 
centers such as order desks, dispatch, or claims and benefits lines. 

Speech-Enabled Personal Assistant 

AVST’s Total Office Manager (Atom™) is a personal assistant that leverages speech and other 
CX-E resources. Unfortunately, the term “personal assistant” is also commonly used to describe 
very limited speech recognition, but Atom is more than that. Atom provides a broad range of 
services to both the caller and the mailbox owner. For example, Atom can inform callers of a 
user’s availability, such as “at lunch, back at 1 PM.” Atom can filter calls and then route the call 
to the original party, alternative contact, or a mailbox. Additionally, the mailbox owner can 
interact with a caller with a personal message, such as “I’m tied up for a few minutes, but will 
call you right back.” Atom, built on the CX-E platform, can actually decrease messages and 
subsequently increase productivity by facilitating real-time communications.  

CX-E stays in sync by accessing a user’s calendar. Atom also knows a user’s location via the 
mobile phone client, and can automatically route calls to the optimal device by knowing when 
the user arrives at a predefined location (such as the office or home). Atom is connected to a 
user’s phones, calendar, email, and contacts, and pulls that information together for intelligent 
routing. Through voice commands, Atom responds to queries about what’s on the calendar or 
queued in email, and can initiate a call by dialing a contact. Atom can be a component to 
enabling a mobile workforce.  
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Deployment Models 

CX-E accommodates and facilitates private or hybrid cloud deployment models. For private 
cloud deployments, CX-E can be virtualized. AVST gained VMware Ready certification in 2010 
for the CX-E solution. In 2014, CX-E became qualified by VMware for vMotion (live migration 
across VM hosts) and vSphere (HA, FT, and Replication). CX-E 8.6 is software-based (prior 
releases required a hardware dongle for licensing, though the dongle remains supported as an 
option).  

CX-E runs on Windows Server 2012. Most telephony integrations are direct SIP. For Lync, CX-E 
directly integrates over IP to the Front-End Server pool. AVST plans to expand virtualization 
with Hyper-V as well. 

CX-E also leverages public cloud deployments with a hybrid approach that keeps the 
information store under enterprise control. Cloud-delivered services such as Microsoft Office 
365, Google Apps, and SIP-based telephony services are directly supported on an enterprise 
implementation of CX-E. Organizations can realize the financial and operational benefits of 
cloud-delivered services, while maintaining compliance with a premises-based, consolidated 
message store.  

General Trends 

The AVST CX-E solution facilitates and drives trends occurring in enterprise communications. 
Effectively, CX-E enables several important communications and data center initiatives. CX-E 
strengthens an enterprise UC solution by addressing areas such as compliance, self-service, 
interoperability and migration, security, informal call center, and mobility.   

• Compliance: CX-E provides granular controls over message content, including separate 
retention and forwarding policies for email and voicemail, and the ability to restrict 
message forwarding.  

• Self-Service: CX-E provides industry-leading automated attendant and IVR capabilities 
that include multiple schedules, locations, and languages.   

• Interoperability and Migration: Despite the best efforts of the UC vendors, most 
enterprises have a mixture of communications infrastructure. CX-E natively integrates 
with every enterprise-class calling platform, so it can create a seamless and consistent 
user experience. Microsoft Lync is included as part of CX-E 8.5. Most UC systems deliver 
mainstream capabilities, leaving advanced and sophisticated applications to third parties 
– such as AVST.  

• Security: While a centralized message store has operational and financial benefits, it’s 
hardly worth it at the cost of security. CX-E offers leading security capabilities including 
encrypted SIP signaling via TLS and Secure RTP (SRTP) for audio encryption. 
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Additionally, CX-E enables adherence to strict compliance requirements, as well as 
complementing the security of services from public cloud providers.  

• Informal Call Center: Hunt groups are a simple solution, but generally underpowered 
for today’s organizations. The addition of TeamQ adds a very clever twist for answer 
points with the ability to enable knowledge-worker agents to pull calls. Push or pull, CX-
E utilizes speech recognition and IVR capabilities to intelligently queue calls across 
locations and platforms.   

• Mobility: There is more to mobility than an iOS or Android client. CX-E adds location 
awareness, speech recognition, and a personal assistant to an enterprise UC solution. 
Additionally, the CX-E mobile client facilitates BYOD by securely separating personal and 
business communications.  

AVST CX-E fills critical gaps found in most enterprise-class UC platforms. It’s an advanced, 
extensible platform offering best-of-breed UC applications that help round out an organization’s 
UC solution set. It fills the gaps with robust features for today and facilitates data center 
strategies. The platform is IPv6 ready and can run as an appliance, or on any physical or virtual 
Windows Server 2012 environment.   

The CX-E platform is the culmination of 30 years of innovation. This new IP integration with 
Microsoft Lync demonstrates how AVST is committed to evolving its UC platform to align with 
key trends in this dynamic business environment. 
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